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Abstract: In a previous paper, the quantum-group-covariant chiral vertex operators in
the spin 1/2 representation were shown to act, by braiding with the other covariant
primaries, as generators of the well known Uq(sl(2)) quantum group symmetry (for a
single screening charge). Here, this structure is transformed to the Bloch wave/Coulomb
gas operator basis, thereby establishing for the first time its quantum group symmetry
properties. A Uq(sl(2)) 0 Uq(sl(2)) symmetry of a novel type emerges: The two Cartangenerator eigenvalues are specified by the choice of matrix element (bra/ket Vermamodules); the two Casimir eigenvalues are equal and specified by the Virasoro weight
of the vertex operator considered; the co-product is defined with a matching condition
dictated by the Hilbert space structure of the operator product. This hidden symmetry
possesses a novel Hopf-like structure compatible with these conditions. At roots of unity
it gives the right truncation. Its (non-linear) connection with the Uq(sl(2)) previously
discussed is disentangled.

1. Introduction
Quantum integrability as we know it is essentially synonymous to the concept of R
matrix and Yang-Baxter relations. While it is not known whether the latter always
possess a group-theoretical interpretation, it is widely believed that this is true at least
for the subclass of conformal integrable systems; well-known examples are given by
the minimal models, the WZW models and Liouville/Toda theory, where the underlying
symmetries are indeed known to be given by quantum groups [1-3]. However, in spite
of extensive studies [4-6] our understanding of the quantum group symmetry in these
* Woik supported in part by the Human Capital and Mobility Network EC programme ERBCHRCT920035,
and the S.C.IJB.N.C.E. EC programme SCl*CT920789
** Unite Propre du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, associee a 1'Ecole Normale SupeYieure et
a T University de Paris-Sud
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theories is still somewhat incomplete as we lack an explicit realization of the symmetry
generators as operators on the Hilbert space, similar to the representation of classical
symmetry groups in conventional field theory. In a first paper [7], we have analyzed
this question within the context of 2d gravity, and proposed a novel approach involving
position-dependent symmetry generators. Perhaps the most striking feature of these
generators is the fact that they are given in terms of the same operators that form
irreducible representations of the quantum group Uq(sl(2)); more precisely, the basic
generators J±, J3 were seen to be related to the fundamental representation of spin
5, while the full enveloping algebra arises from tensor products of the latter and thus
involves all the higher spins.
The covariant operator basis [3] used in ref. [7] has the appealing property of
consisting of conformal primaries only, while in previous work it was found necessary
to introduce vertex operators that are not fully covariant under the Virasoro symmetry
[13]. The latter, on the other hand, have a somewhat simpler structure as they are given
directly in terms of the familiar Coulomb gas vertex operators used for the free field
description of rational conformal field theories. Remarkably, a conformally covariant
version of the latter is known to constitute an alternative, equivalent operator basis
for the description of 2d gravity, which we will call the Bloch wave basis1; however,
"conformal covariantization" does not conserve the transformation behaviour of these
vertex operators under the quantum group. The question therefore arises naturally how
the quantum group symmetry is realized in terms of the Bloch wave operators, and
what is the relation between the symmetry generators in both pictures; this is the basic
theme of the present paper. From a Hamiltonian point of view, one would expect that
the symmetry generators are simply the same, as both sets of fields are living in the
same Hilbert space. However, it turns out that there is a more natural realization of the
quantum group symmetry on the Bloch waves, where the generators are also given by
Bloch wave fields. Here the free field zero mode will play the role of the generator J3
in the Bloch wave basis, just as in the conventional description, while J± will be given
in terms of the Bloch wave operators of spin | .
The structure we find in the Bloch wave basis proves to be much more intricate than
in the covariant one: On the one hand, the commutation relations of the generators turn
out to be essentially (up to central terms) those of Ujq(sl(2)), rather than Uq(sl(2)). On
the other hand, these generators induce a symmetry of the operator algebra of the Bloch
waves which is larger than the one of their commutation relations. This "internal" symmetry has a natural description in terms of Uq(sl(2)) <g> Uq(sl(2)) 2. We carefully show,
using our explicit constructions, how these three algebras are related, both Uq(sl(2)) and
U^q(sl(2)) being non linearly "embedded" in our Uq(sl(2)) ® Uq(sl(2)), which is of a
novel type. The fact that the Bloch waves are intertwining operators from the conformal
point of view leads to two additional constraints: There is a matching condition for
the magnetic indices of the two factors, and the Casimir eigenvalues of the two representations involved must be equal. Remarkably, there exists a new Hopf like structure,
different from the standard one of Uq(sl(2)) ® Uq(sl(2)), which is consistent with these
conditions.
1

This name is motivated by the fact that these fields have well-defined monodromy properties.
Note that this structure has nothing to do with the Uq(sl(2)) © CHs/(2)) discussed in ref. [7], which
arises from considering both semiclassical and non-semiclassical deformations of 5/(2), or in the language of
Id gravity, both screening charges. In the present paper, we will restrict ourselves to a single screening charge
throughout.
2
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we recall the essential points of the
analysis of the first paper, and anticipate the general form of the relation between the
generators in the two pictures. In Sect. 3, we work out explicitly the passage from
the covariant to the Bloch wave generators by means of a nonlinear redefinition, and
establish the commutation relations of the latter. In Sect. 4, we show that the action of
the new generators on the Bloch waves can be described in terms of two commuting sets
of matrices, both of which fulfill the commutation relations of Uq(sl(2)). We work out
the new coproduct structure induced by the intertwining constraints, which makes this
matrix algebra different from Uq(sl(2)) ® Uq(sl(2)) as a Hopf algebra. We characterize
the symmetries of the operator algebra generated by these matrices and explain that the
q 6j symbols describing the fusion of the Bloch wave fields can be viewed as ClebschGordan coefficients for the new symmetry structure. In Sect. 5, we will show how this
new symmetry directly connected with the Liouville zero mode can be used to classify
the spectrum of primary fields and associated Verma modules. We will also discuss
partially the case of q root of unity and show that the corresponding representation of
Uq(sl(2)) ® Uq(sl(2)) gives the right truncation for the spectrum of zero modes. As an
application of the formalism, we derive the transformation laws of the Coulomb gas
operators heavily used in previous work on the quantum Liouville theory. In Sect. 6
we depart from die Liouville system and consider a conformal theory, as yet unknown,
where the full Uq(sl(2)) <g> Uq(sl(2)) would be operatorially realized. Some reasonable
hypothesis allow us to derive the algebra of the quantum generators, which is a central
extension of this internal symmetry group. Finally, in Sect. 7 we derive the full Hopf
like structure using the properties of the operator algebra as a guide. Although it does
not strictly obey the usual axioms, a coproduct, a counit and an antipode may be defined
which satisfy very natural counterparts of the standard relations. We close with some
open questions and indications of possible further developments along the lines of the
present analysis.

2. Quantum Group Action in the Covariant Basis
We begin with a short recapitulation of the main results of ref. [7]. The starting point
is the operator algebra of the chiral primaries £J£\ which were constructed in refs.[3]
and shown to form representations of spin J of Uq(sl(2)). The basic observation now
is that the special operators £ j , can be viewed not only as covariant fields, but at the
same time as generators. We define the following set of operators:

^

/

d[qJ% = 4 + ) ^ ( O >

(2.1)

where /c++) and K^\ are suitable normalization constants3, related by K+ +) /«3 +) = q ty( 1 —
q2) and similarly

?%

C{qJ%_ = 4 - ^ V - ) -

(2.2)

From the braiding matrix of the £$ fields, namely the universal R -matrix of Uq(sl(2)),
it follows immediately that
3

In the previous paper, they have been denoted /e$^+*, / 4 H + ) • Since we will consider only the action of the
generators to die right in this paper, die index Ft is dropped here and below.
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(2.3)

tf]

%*L #V tfV W%

% % , (2.4)
whenever <r+ > <r, resp. tr_ < <r. Here f * / * ] ; ^ and [qJ3]NM denote the usual
representation matrices of the Uq(sl(2)) generators. Equations(23-2.4) describe the
action of Uq(sl(2)) by coproduct, in accord with the general framework exposed in ref.
[19]. Indeed, the [/9(^(2))coproduct^l(g:fcj3) = q±J*®q±J*9A(J±) = J±®qJ*+q~Ji®
J±, is immediately recognized to appear in Eqs. (2.3, 2.4), one of the generators being
realized as a matrix, and the other one as an operator in the Hilbert space. Similarly,
the action of the generators on products of fields is given by repeated application of the
coproduct. On the other hand, the commutation relations of these generators were found
to differ somewhat from the standard Uq(sl{2)) ones, essentially by central charges.
They take the general form
O[J+] = C + ,

(2.5)

] O[JJ\ - q-lO[j-] ti[qJ>] = CL,

(2.6)

2

(2.7)

]

(2.8)

where O[D] satisfies
3

and C+,C- are central charges. It was shown that this implies in particular that we
can reexpress 0 [ J ± ] in terms of C\D] and <9[gj3] and that there exist some relations
between O[D] and O[qj3],
O[qJ>] C[D) - q*lC[D] O[qJ>] = ±C^(q - q~l)O[j±]

,

(2.9)
] , (2.10)

(2.11)
While on a purely formal level Eqs. (2.5-2.7) can be transformed into the standard
Uq(sl(2)) commutation relations by redefinitions of the generators that preserve the
coproduct action, this turns out to be impossible in our field-theoretic realization where
the central charges are actually nontrivial operators. Thus, the commutation relations are
realized only in this weak sense. Another peculiarity of the field-theoretic realization
is that ordinary commutators are to be replaced by what we call fixed point (FP)
commutators. Indeed, the operatorial realization of Eq. (2.5) is given by

^

[ ]

a i

where the central charge $ ' * K V + X ) =

3

ZM(IM'^1

#

,

<\

(2.12)

-M\0K$(*+)£%(*'+)

commutes with all the £ fields being the singlet formed from the product of two spin |
representations. Note that in Eq. (2.12), the arguments <r+, <r+ of the operators are not
exchanged, and this is precisely the meaning of the FP prescription. The number of
positions that appears in a given product of generators can be thought of as some kind
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of additive gradation of the formal algebra Eqs. (2.5-2.7), such that Eqs. (2.5, 2.6,2.7)
have grading 2 and Eq. (2.8) grading 3. 4 For a < <r+, <J+, it follows directly from the
braiding relations, governed by the universal R matrix, that the quantity £Q2 'l](°\<r+, <r+)
commutes with all £^(0") and thus, comparing with Eq. (2.3), one identifies

The discussion for the other Borel subalgebra takes the same form with the obvious
replacements, and one has C_ = —C+.InordertowritetheFPcommutatorofO[J+]and
0 [ J _ ] , we have to define O[ J_] at points <r+, <r'+ (or O[J+] at points <r_, (/_). This is
achieved by invoking the monodromy operation a -¥ a+2?r, which transforms the point
<r_ < <T into a point <T+ > a. The consistent definition is O [ J_ ]
which gives, using the monodromy,

^

= «£*£ Ji (<?+ — 2TT),

f]

(2.14)

with K^/K^ = q~*/(l — q~2)- to is the zero mode of the free field underlying the
construction of the f$ fields. We remark that the zero mode w does not enter the
algebra of the £ fields, which is given exclusively in terms of quantum group symbols,
and thus the monodromy is the only place where it appears. Using Eq. (2.14) one then
obtains a realization of Eqs. (2.8,2.7):

CM,

<) (O[J-]a+ - O[J+]a+) = O[D]<<7i, d[q*]a+

(2.15)

and
O[J-]a, -Q{j-]0tO[J+]a,

= aD]^a, +

^

^

i 0

\

(2.16)

with
^

i

^

()+(r+,

<<).

(2.17)

This shows that the free field zero mode w which has no apparent relation to the
generators of Uq(sl(2)) (and in particular doesn't seem to be connected with J3 as one
would expect from [13]), is in fact part of the enveloping algebra. In the t/> basis w is
shifted by the ^ fields (as J3 by the £ fields). This suggests that there may be another
basis of generators T± and T3, where T3 could be realized by zu in the i/> basis. Let us
show that this is in fact true at the formal level. We are looking for an algebra of the type

[O[T+],O[T.]]=F(O[qT>]),
where F is a function to be determined. Equation(2.17) suggests to write
= aD(O [q™] + O [q-pT%

(2.18)

4
Actually the relations of grading larger than two are not directly FP realized in our scheme, but in the
special case C+ = -C~>C{D] ~ C+ we have here, cancellations occur which always allow to reduce the
grading to less than or equal to 2.
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for some j3. Furthermore, we will make the ansatz that there exists a relation of the form
O[qJ>] = F+ (O[qT>]) O[T+] + F_ {<0{qT>}) O[TJ\
with F± to be determined. Let us insert the above expressions for G[D] and O[qj3] into
Eqs. (2.10,2.11). From Eq. (2.10) we infer
a2

(q-q~1)2

Equation (2.11) implies5

and
F

(o[ g T.]) = a j ( g - g " 1 ) 2 ( O [ ^ ] - O[q-T>]).

(2.19)

are then computable from formula(2.9). Wefinallyget
°[J±]

'

±
0 [ g T3 ] ! 0 [ g -T3 ]

[ ]

^

! V

[ ] )

(2 20)

-

with
Choosing6
<*l = *D(q-q-l)2Aq*-q-h

(2.21)

we obtain the standard commutation relation of U^q(s

i -q

(2,22)

We go from Uq(sl(2)) to U^q(sl{2)) essentially because F (O[g Ta ]), the commutator
of O[T+] and O [T_], is a linear function of 0[g ± T 3 ] according to Eqs. (2.18 and 2.19).
The representation Eqs. (2.20) involves the inverse of the operator O[^T3] — <9[<7~T3],
which is not defined for eigenstates of T3 with vanishing eigenvalue. However, it turns
out that the normalization of the operators O [T±] vanishes at this point as well, so that
a well-defined limit exists7.
5

More precisely, we can always transform the solution to this form by a suitable redefinition T± -^
H±(T$)T± with i/+(T 3 )//-(T 3 - 1) = 1, which leaves the algebra of T± invariant.
6
In the case where C+C- = 0, one finds that [O[T+] , O [ T _ ] ] = 0, which gives a contraction of
17,(5/(2)).
7
Subtleties at w - 0 can actually be expected for general reasons, as it is the fixed point of the Weyl
reflection symmetry of the theory [20,21].
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3. Transformation Laws of the Bloch Wave Operators
As alluded to already in the introduction, one a priori expects that the O[Ja] operators
generate the symmetries of the Bloch wave basis as well. We will therefore start by
considering explicitly the action by braiding of the O[Ja] on the Bloch wave fields.
3.1 Action of the generators O[Ja] on the Bloch waves In previous works, the Bloch
wave operators have been handled with various (w dependent) normalizations8. It will
be simplest to make use of the tj) fields of refs. [29,8]; one may easily change to different
normalizations afterwards. It is convenient to write the relation between tp and £ fields
as

&V) = EVtfV)*tf>,(aO, i » = E ^ ( < m ( - ) m

(3-D

M

On the other hand, for spin ^ it is better to let

<3-2>

^E?so that uap(w) = W^(n7 + 2/3). Explicitly one has
«_._.=g(ro-1)/2,

«_••=<?—<\

«,_,=?—1\

«,,=g<~+"/2.

(3.3)

Greek indices take the values ±\. No summation over repeated indices is assumed unless
explicitly indicated, in order to avoid confusion. Since the fields £ j , (<r+) generate the
quantum group transformations of the fields ^J^Or), it is natural to study their action
on the fields i>%\<r). In order to relate new and old structures, let us start from the
transformation laws of the f fields Eqs. (2.3 and 2.4), derived in ref. [7], and transform
£$ into $£> using Eq. (3.1). One finds at first

L v#V) = E
n,M

n,N,M

E a ' ) ^ ^ ^ v£>m(*0.

(3.4)

Next, we have to braid the generators C[qj3]o and O [ J±] a with the V^Pm(w) coefficients. This is done most simply in terms of the tp^ fields, since they shift w in a
simple way. Indeed, one has in general
1>%{<r) w = (t* + 2m) V # V ) .

(3.5)
Js

There are two cases. First, it follows from Eq. (2.1) that O[q ]a+ and OfJ+J^ are
proportional to the £ ( s } fields, so that they can be immediately reexpressed in terms of
8

denoted by the symbols ip, V, V and U.
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V>( i } fields using Eq. /(refudef). Second, the expression of O [ J_ ]a+ in terms of the £( i>
fields is given by Eq. (2.14), which makes use of the monodromy. Using Eqs. (3.2),
(3.3), one then derives the equation

M

^

^

0.6)

A

Using Eq. (3.5), one deduces from Eq. 3.4) that

= «3+) £ V4JV) [«*£]& M ^ ) V # W

0.7)

A,n

A,n
^J) _ 1 ~ g

r7

A ,(J)

. ±(2Aa7+J)r -Js.A^J)

n

Qv

These formulae, as well as the equations below, involve the following transforms of the
Uq(sl(2)) matrices

M

N,M

which will play a key role. At this point, the co-action of our generators is not yet in a
satisfactory form. We have to reexpress the right hand sides in terms of the generators.
This is straightforward, in principle using Eq. (3.2). After that one may reexpress the
r.h.s. in terms of the generators using Eqs. (2.1), and/or Eq. (2.14). Now we meet
two difficulties. First there is an ambiguity, since there are two £ ( ^ fields for three
generators9. Note that, although the braiding-algebra of the £ fields does not involve
w, Eq. (2.14) does contain cos(/*cc7). Thus w belongs to the algebra in some way,
and indeed it is part of the operator O[D]a+ f<7_, as shown in Eq. (2.17). Thus from
this viewpoint, the transformation from ($ to \p^ (Eq. (3.1)) involves functions of
the generators, and the \j)$ fields appear as complicated members of the enveloping
algebra. This explains the second difficulty, namely that the formulae just derived are not
of the usual co-action type. Of course one may nevertheless rederive the consequences
of the algebra of the generators, following the line of ref[7]. However, the resulting
formulae are rather involved, and the underlying symmetry structure of the Bloch wave
operator algebra is difficult to extract in this way. Therefore we will pass to a different
form of the generators in the next subsection, where this structure will become much
more transparent, while still equivalent to the one generated by the O[Ja] operators.
On the way, it will be useful to collect some further formulae characterizing the action
of the O[Ja] on the Bloch waves, to which we will come back in section 4.
By performing a (w dependent) change of basis from the structure derived in ref.
[7], we have arrived at formulae where the actions of #[<7J3]<7 and of 0 [ t / i ] a look
9

There was no such difficulty for the action on the £ fields because there, the transformation matrices did
not contain zu, so that w-dependent linear combinations of £ fields as in Eq. (2.14) could be consistently
viewed as separate operators.
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different. Indeed, the former involves one matrix [ g * ^ ] ^ while the latter involves
two, that is [ J±%tnm and [q~j3£]{nm- Ow n e x t P° i n t i s * * t h i s structure is redundant,
and that the above actions may actually all be described in terms of the matrix [q^3£]^m
alone. As a first step, let us analyze our equations in terms of the possible shifts of w
between bras and kets, using Eqs. (3.2) and (3.5). On the Lh.s. of Eqs. (3.8) and (3.7),
the possible shifts are 2m and 2m ± 1. Thus the matrices [q^]^
and [X±^,]^
are zero unless n = m or n = m ± l . However, it can be seen easily that the two
matrices U±%'$m a n d fa"^ lnm» involved in Eq. (3.9) do not share this property.
Thus many cancellations between them take place, and one should not consider them
separately. This, and the explicit computation of the matrices, is achieved by re-doing
the calculation otherwise. We start from the braiding matrix of ^ ( 5 } with ip%} for general
J and m derived in ref. [8]. One has in general,

4 V)CJV) =
P

n

where the non-vanishing matrix elements are given by (e is the sign of a — a1 10)

Q(J)m-l,

i

.

[ j - f mjg ^fr C fl- m .. q y ) _

Q (J)

-171+1,- ±

Here,
qx - 9" x
denotes q - numbers. Making use of Eqs. (3.2), one deduces from Eq. (3.12) that

A,a,n
Comparing with Eq. (3.7), 3.8, one infers that
W

mlnm

u

nX

,

«*i.A(w)
Notice that both choices of the signs on the right hand sides lead to the same result. The
equalities for the lower signs are easily verified using the monodromy properties of the
^\ field [7]:

- 2n) = 2q~

j

tf
(3.15)

10

1

for cr - o G [-2?r, 2TT], which we consider here
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which allow to identify ffifc- ) with £}] (<r+) for the first equation 3.14, and O [ J_ ] a+
with £21 (a-) f° r ^ e second. Equations (3.15) are derived from the simple monodromy
behaviour of the Bloch waves:
$\<r

+ 2TT) = q2c*w+h{«\<r).

(3.16)

It follows from the formulae just given that the only nonzero matrix elements of

g

_,-* I 7 ~ "+*J«

(3 1

Using the explicit expressions Eq. (3.3), one sees that
r v A ,(J) _

±2(n+A-m)(a7-2n)±U^3,A-,(J)

HIQ^

from which it follows, since n — m + A = ±^

£]# = E ^M-I^ 3 ^]^ -

x ^ C

020)

w . (3-2D

E^
m

where
i^(tu) nm = Sn^iq"-7"
Returning to the transformation laws of the ^
rewrite them under the form

(J)

+ g" W+2n ).

(3.22)

fields, one sees that we may finally

A,n

K

±

A,n

(3.23)
Up to the factors g±(3+2AK7), the right-hand sides involve the same matrices

lqJ"™-n+XlJl

^ operators *_ i i m _ B + A ^l B + J k <<r + ).

3.2 Changing basis on the generators Up to now we have performed a change of
basis only on the fields but not the generators. However, as announced above, the most
natural realization of the quantum group on the Bloch wave fields turns out to be given
in terms of new generators which are represented by Bloch waves rather than £ fields.
More precisely, the raising and lowering generators will be given in terms of the xj^J ,
while the Cartan generator will be represented by the zero mode w. Compared to the
last subsection, where it appeared to be merely a parameter appearing in the basis
transformation between the £ and the %j)fields,the role of the zero mode thus changes
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drastically. In this way, we will arrive at a FP realization of the transformation Eq. (2.20)
by generators denoted O [qT*], and O [T±] o . In the new picture, functions of w which
appear in the coproduct action of the generators on the Bloch waves are much easier to
handle because the commutation relations of functions of T3 with the other generators
are very simple. We first observe that it is just the transformation between £(5> and ^(5>
fields (Eqs. (3.2)) which may be used to realize a redefinition of generators similar to
Eqs. (2.20) of section 2. The steps of the derivation are as follows. First according to
Eq. (3.5) V>m}s h i f t °7 b y 2 m » s o toatwe w i l 1 realize thefirstline of Eqs. (2.22), if we let
<%±T3]=g*~,
and choose O [T±]

(3.24)

to be proportional to tp^]» ^ suggested above. Second, the first

relation of Eq. (3.2) with a = — ^ may be rewritten as

foU 4 ( b ]

U } )[

U[ l ]

(3.25)

if we let
O[T±]a+ = {q~*> - q^)u^M{w)^\{a^

(3.26)

Third, the first relation of Eq. (3.2) with a = \ may be transformed into

]
(3.27)
Fourth, Eq. (3.6) gives

T+}^ +O[q~T>]

J
(3.28)

Fifth, Eq. (2.17) may be rewritten as

?

Ti

)] •

(3-29)

One sees that the FP version of the general Eqs. (2.20) is realized with

OLD

=

q-q~l
and with this choice, we arrive at the FP relations

>] - O[q~T>}].

(3.31)

The second equation can be verified, for instance, using Eqs. (2.13), (3.26) and the
explicit expression f o r ^ '* 1( °V + , < ) in terms of the xj)fields(see Eq. (5.3) of ref. [7]).
Up to a multiplicative factor, this is the FP realization of the U^sKl)) commutation
relation of Sect. 2. Note that this multiplicative factor is itself proportional to the field
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C+ oc £ 0 I>5 (<7+, (j+), so that it is not really possible to get rid of it by changing the
normalization of (^[T-fc]^
as was done in Sect. 2 by imposing Eq. (2.21). Altogether
[]
the present FP realization of the commutation relation is such that O [q±T3] > O [T± ]
have grading zero and one, respectively. The fact that C?[g±T3] has grading zero is of
course necessary to be able to define the right hand side of Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28). Next,
one substitutes Eq. (3.25) into the first line of Eq. (3.23). Making use of Eq. (3.5), one
sees that O [T± ] o give a total shift of w of m ± 1 / 2 respectively on the left hand side.
Separating the corresponding contributions on the right hand side one obtains

V £ V ) u S H l l <?[r +2(m _ n±i) ] ,

(3-32)

sin[h(w - 2n)]

n

j3,m-n+x,(j)

^

This is consistent with the definition Eq. (3.26) since by construction, [ 7 ^ ] ^ ^ vanishes
unless m — n + X = ± 5 . On the right hand side of the first equation, the index of
T is always ± 1 , and from now on we use both notations 0[T±] and O[T±i] .
Furthermore, let us note here that the FP braiding relations of our generators lead to the
following relations on [ 7 ^ ] ^ :
T

, m+2A L 'ci;+2AJm+2A ,m

,m ^w-lX^m^m " \TW lm+2A,m+2A [^-2A]m+2A ,m = ®'

(3.34)

Making use of the relation to the original matrix realization of Uq(sl(2)) displayed in
this section, one may rederive these relations. This will be done later on. Note that
these relations involve particular values of the indices m and n of [ 7 ^ ] ^ n without
summation over these indices. So far, we have used tp fields at point <r+ to realize the
operators 0 [ T ± ] a . We can do exactly the same thing with \j> fields at point <r_, they
will realize operators O [T±]o . As in the case of the £ fields both representations are
related by monodromy which is diagonal for the ip fields (see Eq. 3.16). More precisely
we have

O[T±]a_ =(q-w-qw)u^(nWfd<r-)
^!<7_

+2TT)

(3.35)
Next we turn to the action of O[T+2x\^ on a product of I/J fields, which has a very
simple structure in terms of the [T£]^m matrices. One has

<
, ri2

where

<

&£U

2

[

]

a

+

,

(3.36)
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* l ( J l ) rT™!-"!-^!^)

t-'ca—2n2 J ni,mi L'ca

Jn2,rri2*

H TTl
v****''

Moreover, we may rewrite Eq. (3.32) under the following form similar to the general
co-product action[19] discussed in ref. [10]:

V ) = £ tiJ\<r) A (O[T+2xh+)nm ,

(3.38)

n

where
A (0[T + 2 A ] a + ) n m = [72#> m 0 [ T + 2 ( m _ n + A ) ] a + .

(3.39)

Clearly Eq. (3.39) is analogous to Eq. (3.37), the second matrix being replaced by the
generator. Notice however that the second term depends upon the row/column indices
of the first matrix, so that a priori it doesn't seem to have an interpretation in terms
of a coproduct. We will see in Sect. 4 that such an interpretation in fact becomes
available once we realize that the true underlying symmetry is not U^q{sl{2)) but

Uq(sl(2))®Uq(sl(2)).
4. Hidden Uq(sl(2)) ® Uq(sl(2)) Structure
4.1 The matrix algebra In order to retransform Eqs. (3.34) into matrix relations, it is
convenient to introduce two sets of matrices Ax and Bx defined by

Equations (3.34) become

p

Equations (3.32) takes the form

(4.3)
There remains to handle the w dependence which prevents Eqs. (4.2) from being
ordinary commutation relations. For this, we interpret vo as an additional index, by
writing
^ = V # } ^ ,
p=*7-2m
(4.4)
where Pw is the projector onto the Verma module characterized byncc7. Since
O[T+2X]a+

Pw = Pw

Eqs. (4.3) become
11
Of course, this is nothing but a slightly different notation for the standard chiral vertex operators VjK
of conformal field theory -cf. ref. [10].
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= £ ^, ) O7 '(^){U X ]%',, ro O[T + 2AU + [B- A ]%-, p(!; O[T_ 2A ] <7+ }, (4.5)
p\w'

where we have defined

&X]%,,pw = [B^fXjt

tS^&u,:w-2\.

(4.6)

At this point it is convenient to introduce
[qnR\p'w'}Pm

= qwSp',p&w',cj,

[qnL]p'w>,Pw

= qpSP')PSW'iW.

(4.7)

Equations (4.2) become true matrix relations

[AX,BX]=O.

(4.8)

Making use of Eqs. (3.17), (3.18), (3.33), (4.1) one derives the explicit expressions
lp'w',pw

(4.9)
These last formulae suggest to define

We use the shorthand notation A±, B± for the matrices ^xf^^^,
[2\]^m;PiW
and similarly for the diagonal generators. Writing down the explicit expressions derived
from Eqs. (3.17), (3.18), (3.33), (4.6), one sees that, in the spaces where they act
non-trivially, these matrices are in fact equal to the ones of the standard realization of
Uq(sl(2)), up to simple changes of normalization. Accordingly, the following matrix
algebra holds:

[A+, A-] = L2^3J,,
[B+, B-] = L2&J,,

A**** = sfT V M ± ,

(4.11)

B±qB> = q*lqBlB±,

(4.12)

BaAb-AbBa=0,

(4.13)

A-A+ + (1.43 + 1/2J,) 2 = B-B+ + ( I f t + 1/2J,) 2 .
(4.14)
The fact that the matrices A and B commute is obvious since they act non-trivially in
spaces which are orthogonal. The last equation just imposes that the Casimir operators
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associated to the two Uq(sl(2)) be equal for this matrix representation, and be given
by ([J + l/2Jg) . Effectively, this means that what we are dealing with is not truly
Uq(sl(2)) 0 Uq(sl(2)) but a reduction of it to five generators.
Finally, let us return to the action on a product of fields already displayed on Eqs.
(3.36), (3.37), in order to understand better the co-product. For this we rewrite the
product of ij) fields using the notation introduced by Eq. (4.4). Clearly
? ?

=Vtf^V#^2,

Pi = ™2 ~ 2(m! + m 2 ), 071=072- m 2 . (4.15)

The existence of a single value of the zero mode intermediate state is what restricts us
to only consider the product just written instead of the true zero-mode tensor product
^jjfj^,^/2%2- The corresponding matching condition,
w\=p2,

(4.16)

will play a key role. Now we apply Eq. (4.5) twice obtaining

where
2

, tU2

"
The interpretation of QL and ^ in terms of Verma modules suggests to define
A{q°L) = qQL ® 1, ^(g^^) = 1 0 ^ f l ,

(4.20)

where the obvious index structure has been suppressed. The mapping A cannot yet be
interpreted as a coproduct. This is because the algebra Eqs. (4.11)—(4.13) turns out to
be preserved by A only on a subspace of the tensor product of the representation spaces.
The necessary projection is defined by the matching condition Eq. (4.16). The important
point here is that the structure of the ^4 A ] and [Bx] is precisely such that A respects the
matching condition, i.e.
A (A ) ,
V

, , ,

/ p\,vj/vp'2w'2;pi,mi,p2,vj2

oWxP7 =owi
CC7

»'^2

oiA

w

\^i

(A )
V

/

and likewise for A (Bx). Therefore we introduce the restriction
A(AX)=A(AX)P =
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of A to the subspace defined by Eq. (4.16), with P the corresponding projector. The
above equations are then written compactly as
X

X

X

X

X

X

Ax + B~x 0 J?\
Bx + Bx

and

a

a

2

q£ ^ 1 ,

0 Ax,

(4.21)

(4.22)

where the "braced" tensor product serves as a convenient shorthand notation for the
projection. At the abstract level, without referring to a matrix realization, the present
definition of 0 is supposed to satisfy
qa*

0

1 = 1 0 q°L.

(4.23)

In order to show that the coproduct just defined respects the matrix relations Eqs.
(4.11^.14), one rewrites it in terms of the generators of Uq(sl(2)) 0 Uq(sl(2)):

(4.24)
Note that, due to the property 4.23, the factor 1 /[A3 + 63^ simply becomes
1 /[A3 — 63 Jg if it is carried over to the other side of the tensor product. One furh defines
dfi
ther
AA
= qlA*q-lB 0
qiB3q~*A*

0 q±A*q&

(4.25)

It now follows immediately that the algebra Eqs. (4.11-4.13) is preserved by the above
definition of the coproduct. Since the matching condition is automatically respected
by the matrices under consideration, one can formally calculate without it, taking into
account only Eq. (4.23). On the other hand, the Casimir constraint Eq. (4.14) enters
explicitly. We remark that the coproduct takes the simpler form Eq. (4.21) in terms
of the matrices Ax and Bx, while their algebra is more complicated than that of
the A±, B±. Note that the constraint of equality between the Casimir eigenvalues as
well as the matching condition are not compatible with the ordinary coproduct for
Uq(sl(2)) 0 Uq(sl(2)). Once we have defined a coproduct, the question naturally arises
whether we have a foil Hopf algebra. We will show, in Sect. 7 that this is not strictly the
case, but that an interesting Hopf like structure of a novel type arises which is a natural
generalization of the usual one.
4.2 Relation with the £ transformation laws Finally, we return to our beginning (Sect.
3.1) to connect the present £/^(s/(2))0 Uq (sl(2)) with the original Uq(sl(2)) that appeared
in the £ transformation laws. For this it is convenient to define matrices with four indices
by formulae similar to Eqs. (4.6). Consider Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11). It is convenient to let
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(4.26)
Then the relations Eqs. (3.14), (3.19), (3.33), (4.1), (4.9), (4.10) may be summarized by
the matrix equalities

±=

]

q-q~l

These relations imply some identities between these matrices, i.e.

hX

(4.28)

For consistency we finally show how the algebra of the matrices on the left hand sides,
which follow from the definitions Eqs. (3.10), (3.11), (3.9), may be derived from Eqs.
(4.11)-(4.14). For this we will use the matrix equivalent of Eqs. (3.10), (3.11). Let us
define

i)6w>w

(4.29)

On the r.h.s. of the first line, we use the Uq(sl(2)) matrix representation that appeared in
Sect. 2. It follows from the definition Eqs. (3.1) that the last two matrices are inverses
of one another,

,,

<W,<W.>

(4-30)

so that Eqs. (3.10), (3.11) take the matrix forms
q±J3x

=uq±J^u~l,

j£ =UJ£U-1.

(4.31)

So far we defined our matrices with indices A = ± 1 / 2 . The definitions given immediately
extend to arbitrary m/2 with m integer. Then it is easy to see that the matrices J™'2,
and q± J W 2 ^ g ^ generate a loop extension of Uq(sl(2)\ that is
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L

J

q-q

(4.32)
Thus q°R is the grading operator. Moreover, if we introduce the matrix
U]p'w'.pW

=Sv*'-p'

~'-p' <frg7'.O7-l,

(4.33)

we obviously have

J? 1 = 1 J 7 ,

gj3' * / = / flj3' * ,

(4.34)

j3

R

where J+, and </ ° are the usual matrices of Uq(sl(2)). They commute with q°
which satisfy
n

n l

and /,
(4.35)

Clearly, in view of the similarity relation Eq. (4.31), if we let
\

(4.36)

the matrices J^ qj3i ^ q°R 1 also satisfy the algebra12 just displayed. Next we connect
its restriction for A = ± 1 / 2 to the Uq(sl(2)) <g> Uq(sl(2)) algebra Eqs. (4.11-4.14) by
making use of Eqs. (4.27). Note that the first two equalities of (4.27) are simple while
the last one involves q~Ji ~A which, being the inverse of q^3 \ is to be computed by
taking the inverse of both sides of the first equation. Consistently with that, and by a
mechanism which resembles the use of Eq. (2.8) to eliminate O [q~j3] (recalled in Sect.
2), we will see that if we consider the algebra of qJs ** and x£ (instead of qj3 ** and
J±), the complicated operator q~J s A will disappear from the algebra. For this, one first
deduces the following relations satisfied by the x matrices

+^

^

Q) (4 37)

i - xA xt = - ( « - r V 3 ' V 3 - A
[ ] 0 .
Using Eqs. (4.28), Eqs. (4.38) become
is invariant under the transformation.

(4.39)
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[*?, XX-} = ~(q - <T V 3 ' V 3 ' A + (<
xt xx- -xtxx+=

- ( « - <r V 3 ' V 3 ' A -

(4.40)
It is now straightforward to verify that Eqs. (4.37), 4.39,4.40, as well as the relations
[qJ*'x,qJ*'"]=O

(4.41)

follow from the Uq(sl(2)) ® Uq(sl(2)) relations displayed by Eqs. (4.11-4.14) if one
uses the first two relations of Eqs. (4.27). Moreover, Eqs. (4.27) can be used to rewrite
the A and B matrices as
= \
\ { [OL\,q

[OR^q

+ 2A(J+

+ J T )} .

(4.42)

Thus the six operators qA*, g^3, A±, B± are functions of five operators, e.g. 1?L, f?«,
qj3i±Kj++Jl,Z
(thelatter is defined by Eq. (4.36)). So there must be one constraint
relating them, which is precisely the equality of the Casimir operators discussed above.
43 Internal invariance. The aim of this subsection is to show that the matrices Ax9
Bx, qnL9 q°R introduced above, which describe the operatorial actions Eqs. (4.5), (3.5),
(3.24), give rise to symmetries of the operator algebra of the Bloch waves. The reasoning
we apply is closely parallel to the one for the covariant basis, which was laid out in ref.
[7]. Let us therefore recall briefly the situation for the covariant fields. Consider Eqs.
(2.4), (2.3). For each of the first two operator actions, two matricial actions, [q ~~Js ] NM,
and [q~J3]NM> 1^"]NM aPPcar- They are multiplied by different operators,
and thus lead to independent symmetries of the operator algebra. This is easily seen upon
combining the operatorial actions with the commutativity of fusion and braiding, and
the Yang-Baxter equation, two special cases of the general Moore-Seibeig consistency
conditions [23]. Since [q~Ji]NM appears twice, we have three symmetries p i ] ; ^ ,
[JI]NM altogether, in correspondence with the number of generators. More precisely,
the following matricial, or "internal9 transformations:
[J+INM

[]JVM

(4.43)

JV

&f[]NlMl[]N2M2

(4.44)

Ni,N2,b,c

preserve the fusion and the braiding of the £ fields. The fusion of the £ fields is given
essentially in terms of q — 3j symbols,
), (4.45)
where gJj*j2 are coupling constants (reduced matrix elements) and desc. denotes Virasoro
descendants. The fusion and braiding properties of the latter are the same as those of the
primaries [11], so we will not consider them explicitly in the following. The quantum
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group invariance of the fusion is equivalent to the standard recursion relations for the
q— Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,
<*.*i;•&,N 2 \Jn)A» de [jd]NiMi

[r]N2M2

=

2

(Ji, M i ; J 2 ,M 2 \J n ) [Jb]NnMl2

•

(4.46)

Similarly, as the braiding of two £ fields is given by the universal ii-matrix of Uq(sl(2)\
the invariance of the braiding is tantamount to the defining relation between co-product
and iJ-matrix, viz.

(Ji, J2)%%Abde [j*]N%Mi [J%2M2 = A\e [J%N2

[J%NI

(4.47)

(JUJT&X.

Equation (4.47) arises in our operator formalism as a direct consequence of the YangBaxter equation.
Let us now examine the case of the ij) fields and look for an internal type invariance
of the fusion and the braiding. We start from the fusion relation for the ^ fields ( m ^ =
m\ + ra2),
.),

(4.48)

where gjj j 2 are the same coupling constants as in Eq. (4.45), and the fusion coefficient
N is given in terms of a q — 6j symbol13 ,
XT IJ\ Jl J\2 - - J —
ffjl2g+mi2
\vf\\ rri2 »r»i2'
I
fix
~ar+mi

iV

[J\
Jl \J\1
\
\x+m\2 x \x+mi / *

Here we have introduced the abbreviations mn = mi + m2, n ^ = «t + n-i and, as in
previous references,
x := i(tu - 1 - TT//I).

(4.50)

The constants g can be absorbed into the normalization 6f the tpm) an(^ W^W not play
any significant role. We recall that the 6j coefficient with a vertical bar used here and
in previous references is related to the tetrahedron-symmetric q — 6j symbol by

k-l) o 4 *- c - d - 2 e {2c|5}-

(4-51)

Let us introduce a 3j symbol with two magnetic quantum numbers by14

N

(4.52)

Then Eq. (4.48) can be rewritten as
13

The condition m n = m i + 7712 is not implied by the property of the 6j symbols and should be added by
hand
14
The conservation of m imposed earlier now follows from a combination of the three delta functions.
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&12

(4.53)

Let us now braid both sides of Eq. (4.53) with O[T+2\]at, and then fuse again the result
on the left hand side to V ^ W H - Using Eq. (4.5), we get
,, p\, w\; h, p'2, w'2\J12, p'12, ^ 1 2

%^

%%

w,fiuWllB>?^

[

A

]

^

i

2

.

}

(4.54)

Exactly as for the case of the covariant fields, we now compare the coefficents of like
operators and obtain

£L; 2 ;p 12 ,S7 12 ( J 1> Pi i ^ 1 ' ^2, P2, W 2 |</l2, P12, tUi 2 ),

(4.55)

where Eq. (4.18) has been used, and similarly with Ax replaced by Bx. Recalling that the
generalized 3j symbols above are given in terms of q — 6j symbols, Eq. (4.55) demonstrates that for the if? basis, the 6j symbols acquire an interpretation as Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients for the new quantum group structure. We can use Eq. (4.55) to determine the
new 3j symbols by recursion, in analogy to the standard case, except that here we need
to know, for example, the coefficient (J\, w\ — 2J\, w\; J2, wi — 2 J2, voi \ Jn, Pn, ^12)
for all W2 as a starting point. Eq. (4.55) arises from the commutativity of fusion and
braiding - one of the Moore-Seiberg consistency conditions - exactly as in the covariant
basis. We have thus seen that the fusion is invariant under the internal transformations

C

E €-UA%'l',P*>

(4-56)

and
*% -* £

^%<lBx]%,iPWi

(4.57)

P'IW'

together with the co-product defined by Eqs. (4.17). Concerning the zero modes, we
have two additional internal invariances which leave the fusion invariant:

corresponding to the matrices qnL and qpR respectively (see Eq. (4.7)). The action cm
ip<g>tj;is given by their co-product displayed on Eq. (4.25). Including QL and OR gives
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six generators for the internal invariance. The Casimir constraint Eq. (4.14) tells us that
only five of them are independent.
A similar discussion applies to the braiding of the %j> fields. The general braiding
relation reads [10]
!

i, J2;

with

~x+m\

9
X | J2 x

\x+mi j

V**«^

and the upper sign is to be taken when <r\ > cr2. An explicit S coefficient has been written
for the conservation of m, because it is not automatically implied by the properties of
the 6j symbol. We note that the braiding of descendants of the ^ fields is given by
the same formula [10]. Again, we can rewrite this formula in terms of double index
symbols:

The braiding matrix on the right hand side is given by

Z ^

JrfC71,p2^)p;rfp1)p^Cc72)Ci7;

(4.61)

with

W\ — p\
W2 — P2 , W\ ~ p\
, &2 " P2
rn\ =
,m2 =
,ml =
,m2=
——.
The Kronecker symbols 8WuP2Sw'2iP>x represent the matching conditions, while
Spi pi 8Wl)Wi incorporate the conservation of m. The internal invariances of the braiding
are now generated by comparing the action of O[T+2\]a+ on a product of two tj) fields
before and after the braiding of the latter. One obtains, by a similar argument as for the
case of fusion,

—

/_^

S{J\, J2)p4lW4llpltJ32A(A

)p6zj6tp5zv5;p4w4,p3xv3,

(4.62)

P3tAJ3,P4W4

where A is the co-product with factors 1 and 2 exchanged, and similarly for the case of
Bx. Of course, the commutativity of the two orders of the braiding is again one of the
Moore-Seiberg conditions. Equation (4.62) relates the co-product to the corresponding
/{matrix, again just as in the standard case, so that Eq. (4.61) defines a kind of "universal
R matrix" associated with our quantum group structure.
Returning briefly to the £ fields, we remark that the action of Uq(sl(2)) 0 Uq(sl(2))
on them may be defined by using Eqs. (4.42). It reduces to the action recalled earlier by
the matrices J±, qJi (see Eqs. (4.43), (4.44)), and the trivial left and right multiplications
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5. Application to State/Operator Classifications
Since our internal symmetry group is directly connected with the Liouville zero mode,
it should be a good tool to classify the spectrum of primary fields and associated Verma
modules. We will discuss some aspects of this here, without going into details.
5.1 General aspects of the representations We will make use of the expressions Eqs.
(4.9), (4.10) for the generators. It will be convenient to simplify notation by letting
\i = (w + p)/2, i/ = (w- p)/2, so that

Note that, since the matrix elements are proportional to q deformed numbers, one has

[ 6 ± W ' ; A M , = ( - 1 ) a [Btlpiy+ai;f»,^i

'

(5 2)

*

where a is an arbitrary integer. This reflects the existence of another "dual" quantum
group with parameter h = 7r2/h which commutes with the present one up to a sign. We
will not consider this group here, since we only include one screening charge, but the
equations just written are important for the coming discussion where a shift of this type
will be needed. To shorten the discussion we will only deal with positive half-integer
spins J. The generalization is straightforward. We will first discuss the case of generic
h. Then it is trivial to verify that

For generic ft, these relations give us, up to the shift Eqs. (5.2), all the highest/lowest
weight states. Consider first the A algebra, ignoring the v index since these generators
do no act upon it. The states with \i = ( J + 1), and p = — ( J + 1) are lowest weight
and highest weight states, respectively. For J > 0, we get two disjoint semi-infinite
representations with fi = J + 1 + n and /z = — (J + 1 + n), n non-negative integer,
respectively. Next concerning the B algebra, the states with v = J and v = — J are
lowest weight and highest weight states, respectively. For positive J, we get a finite
dimensional representation if 2J is integer. Let us now show that these simple facts
allow us to recover the three cases which were discussed earlier [15]. There it was
shown that the type of operator algebras is specified by the number - going from one to
three - of triangular inequalities satisfied by each vertex. These cases were called Til,
TI2,TI3inref. [15]. To specify the spins associated with w and />, one lets w = CP0+2J3,
p = G7o+2 J2, where &o = 1+f is such that the corresponding eigenvalue of Lo vanishes.
In the TI3 case, one has three triangular inequalities between J, J2, ^3, so that the latter
are all half integers. This gives
J + h - Jl = J + (G7 - G70)/2 - (p - G70)/2 = J + I / G 4
J - J3 + Ji = J - (& -
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- J + J3 + h = - J + (w -tt7O)/2+ (p - wo)/2 = fi-J-l-^eZ+.

(5.4)

ft

The first two inequalities give back the range of the finite dimensional B representation.
For the matrices A, we see that the lowest value coincides with the lowest weight found
above up to a shift of ^, which may be incorporated easily by using Eq. (5.2). Thus the
last inequality corresponds to the semi-infinite representation with lowest weight which
we found earlier. The other semi-infinite A representation is easily seen to correspond
to negative spins using the formulae just recalled, and we leave it out for the present
time. For the case TI2, one only imposes
J + h - Ji = J + (07 - G70)/2 - (p - G70)/2 = J + v € Z+,
J - Jl + J2 = J - (tX7 - 07o)/2 + (p - G70)/2 = J - V e Z+.
Thus the B representation is still finite dimensional, while the A representation has no
lower or upper bound. This is consistent with the above discussion because for the latter
the lowest weight state is never reached since Ji + J3 is not half integer. For the Til
case, that is for
J + J3 - J2 = J + (ts7 - G70)/2 - (p - c?o)/2 = J + v e Z+,
the 5 representation is semi-infinite. Again this is in agreement with the above.
Next, it is interesting to consider the particular case J = 0. There are two possibilities.
First, if we use the formulae with 2J integer, and let J = 0, the B representation has
dimension one, and is restricted to v = 0. For the A representation, we get the range
fi > wo. Thus the spin zero representation is non trivial. As we will see, in Sect. 7, this
explains why our coproduct does not possess a counit in the usual sense. Another type
of spin zero representation is obtained by considering the Til case, where J may take
continuous values, and letting J —>• 0. Then the B representation is semi-infinite. This
corresponds to the case of the powers of the screening operator which will be studied
in the forthcoming subsection.
Finally let us briefly turn to the case where q is a root of unity. For a rational theory,
with C = 1 — 6(p — p)2/pp\ the spectrum of Virasoro weights is given by
^

_—
m
4ppf
The correspondence with the present formalism is such that we have h = — p'n/p,
and r = 2 J + l , t f = 2 J + l , where J specifies the representation of the dual quantum
group with parameter h = —p-KJp1. As shown by BPZ, the set of primary fields with
1 < r < p—1» 1 ^ ^ ^ P7» r» * integers form a closed OPA, if one identifies the operators
with quantum numbers (r,t) and (p — r, p1 — t). Let us show that our representation
theory correctly gives the corresponding truncation of the spectrum of zero modes,
assuming that we consider our $ fields with 0 < 2 J < p - 2 according to the limits just
recalled. Since we do not include the second screening charge, we only discuss the case
t = 1, i.e. J = 0. Consider the A representation, with lowest weight vector /i =
Making use of the explicit expression Eqs. (5.1), one sees that
=

IV A xp-l-2J-|< J )

_

A

Thus the range of // is IUO + J < fi < WQ +p - 1 - J. Concerning the B representation,
it is easily seen that the range is still —J<v<J.
Returning to p and tu, one verifies
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that one has WQ <w<wo+p-2,wo<p
< G7 0 +p- 2. Letting again zu = WQ +2 J3,
p = wo + 2 J2, one sees that J2 and J3 vary over the same range as J, which is what
we wanted to prove. There are of course many more points to discuss, such as the
interpretation of the other representations, but we leave them for further study.
5.2 The internal symmetries of the Coulomb gas operators As another application we
derive the transformation laws of the Coulomb gas operators: the Backlund free field
and the screening operators. This will provide a concrete realization of the spin zero
representation mentioned above. Since we have to change the operator normalizations
we return to the earlier formulation using the notation i>$. It is easy to derive the
explicit form of the action of 0[T_ ]a+ from Eqs. (4.1), (4.9). Next, we need to go from
the if? fields to the U fields introduced in ref. [10] whose normalization is well suited for
discussing Coulomb gas operators. The correspondence is given by

where
,

0
P

v

J+m

=

Fq is the q deformed gamma function. This form is valid for arbitrary J provided J+m
is integer[18]. We get rid of p by transforming all the fields including the O\T±\a+
generators, and forget about it. The action of the latter is straightforwardly deduced
from the formulae just given:

\pj — 2m +
u

(5.6)
Next, letting 7 = 0 gives the transformation properties of the screening operators,
_

gm(r r-ihm

e

Lro ~

2m

j—j

Jg la ~
j

m

~

Tj

(5.7)
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As a check, one may verify that these formulae are consistent with the simple fusion
algebra SmSp ~ 5 m + p , which shows that these operators are indeed powers of the
screening operator 5. They provide a concrete realization of the spin zero representation
of our internal symmetry group, where the B representation is semi-infinite.
Finally, the transformation laws of the Backlund free field are obtained by expanding
in J for fixed screening number n = J+m, according to U^ ~ (1 — a_ JfyS*1. Before
expanding, it is useful to remark that most of the explicit dependence upon J for fixed
J + m may be removed by moving some factors to the left, and rewriting Eq. (5.6) as
according to

(5.8)
Expanding to the first order in J one finds15

(5.9)
In particular, for n = 0 one obtains the transformation laws of the Backlund field

,, + n

smn
(5.10)

6. Operator Realization otUq(sl(2)) ® Uq(sl(2))
In this section, we depart from Liouville theory and consider a conformal theory where
the extended symmetry we just unravelled would be operatorially realized. The primary
15

The notation tf S n (a) means the regularized product of of ti with Sn at the point a.
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fields will be assumed to be of the form 9^{&). They are of the same type as the
Liouville ones, but act on a larger Hilbert space. Their transformation laws are defined
by the usual co-product action, using the co-product displayed on Eqs. (4.21), (4.22). We
are looking for a linear map O from the matrices [Ax], [Bx], [q°L], [q°R] to operators
on the extended Hilbert space, which generates this co-product action. Again, O will
not be demanded to be an algebra homomorphism. We thus require for O(A2x) and
O(B2X\

. (6.1)
Likewise, we would like to construct an operatorial realization of the matrices QL , QR.
The form of the co-product Eq. (4.22) dictates that

p,

p

,

)

.

(6.2)

To simplify the formulae we dropped the superscript (J) and the a dependences. The
latter are similar to what we encountered previously, and will be re-established at the
end. Concerning QR, the above co-product structure is rather particular in that the matrix
QR does not appear at all in the linear actions on the # fields. Let us note from the
start that this co-action only implies that O{qnR) commutes with all the l^'s and thus
at this level only tells us that O(qnR) is a central charge. To establish a link with the
matrix QR, we will impose later on that the (FP) commutation relations of O(q°R) with
the other generators should reproduce the corresponding matrix algebra. Concerning
operator products, we will assume that the matching condition Eq. (4.16) holds, and
only consider products of the type tf^.w,^,,^- T^ 11 ll ls e a s Y t o verify that, on such
products, the action just defined has die same form as above, with the matrices replaced
by their co-products Eqs. (4.21), (4.22). This makes use of the special tensor product
which obeys Eq. (4.23), and of the consistency relation
#PiWqwO(l)

= #p^O{qQL).

(6.3)

In the above equation, contrary to the co-product actions to the right, the matrix QR
does appear. It is easy to check that we may consistently assume that the & fields satisfy
the same fusion and braiding relations as the Liouville ip fields. Indeed, Eqs. (4.SS) and
(4.62) which were consequences of the covariance of the ty field operator algebra under
O(T±), imply the covariance of the fusion and braiding of the & fields under the action
of O(A2xX and O(B2x).
The next step is to study what is the algebra satisfied by the operators O(A2x),
O(B2x), O{q°L) and O(qnR\ Of course, we are dealing with FP relations similar to
Eqs. (3.30), (3.31), although this is hidden since we do not write the cr variables. As
expected we will find a suitable extension of the matrix algebra Eqs. (4.11)-(4.14).
First using these matrix relations, we derive from Eqs. (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) the following
operatorial relations
) O(A2X) = q2XO(A2X) O{q°L ),

(6.4)

O(qnL ) O(B2X) = q-2XO{B2X) O(q°L ),

(6.5)
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ICHAix), O(B2x)] = C$O(\QL^
A) - O(B2x) O(B-2x) = C$O([QL^\

(6.6)
(6.7)

x

where the C are central terms which commute with the ^ fields. Let us note that any
operator that commutes with the &'s automatically commutes with O(qnL) as well, as
a trivial consequence of the first of Eqs. (6.2). Thus
[Q\<9(<^)] = 0

(6.8)

x

We do not assume, however, that the C commute with the other generators, and it
will turn out that in fact they don't. Moreover we find that the quadratic operator
[O(A2\), O(B-2\)\ and another operator noted XX(A, B) transform among themselves
under the co-product action. The operator Xx is given by

XX(A,B) = (O{\QL -2\^ylZ\A,B)-

(O([QL

where
Z\A, B) = O(A2x) O{A-1X) - O(BIn order to proceed further, we have to make ansatze. First, it is easy to see from the
definitions that O{A2x) and O(B-2x) act the same way, the matrices involved being the
same. It is therefore natural to postulate that
A)]=O.

(6.9)

Second, by analogy with the matrix algebra, we assume that
O(qn*)O{A2x) = O{A2x)Fx(O{qa*)) ,

(6.10)

O{qn«)O(B2x) = O(B2x)Gx(O(qnR)
,
(6.11)
where F and G are unknown functions of one variable. The co-product action on I?
(Eqs. (6.1), (6.2)) implies that Fx = Gx. Note that the operator O{qa*) may still be
replaced by an arbitrary function, say K, of itself since we only know that it commutes
with all the iF's. This replacement is equivalent to changing
Fx (O(qnR)) -> K (Fx (K-1 (O(q°R)))) ,

(6.12)

where K"l is the inverse function. We will consider only the class of functions F for
which there exists a function K such that Eq. (6.12) gives F + (#) —>• xq. This choice is
precisely what is needed to reproduce the matrix algebra on the operatorial level (up to
central terms). Passing O{q°R) from left to right on both sides of Eq. (6.7), and making
use of Eqs. (6.10), (6.11), one sees that Fx obey the relation Fx (F~x(x)) = x. Thus
there exists a redefinition of O(q°R) such that Fx(x) -* xq2X. We adopt this choice
hereafter, so that Eqs. (6.10), (6.11) become
O{qa«) O(A2x) = q2X O(A2x) O(qnRl

(6.13)

O{q°R) O(B2x) = q2X O(B2x) O(q°R).
(6.14)
Let us now prove that the relations just written allow us to derive the operator
algebra, and that it coincides with the one we obtained for matrices (Eqs. (4.11-4.14))
up to central terms. First Eq. (6.9) implies that XX(A, B) = 0 and making use of Eq.
(6.7) one finds
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- 2AJ,) - C2~A O{[(2L + 2AJ,)),

^

(6.15)
[O{B2X\ O(B.2A)] = J^ZT

(CIX O{[QL - 2AJg) - CA O(\pL + 2AJ,)) .
(6.16)

In general, we must verify that our assumptions are consistent with higher commutators
(typically Jacobi identities). By the same argument as for Eq. (6.8), we have
O.

(6.17)

Next, passing O(q^R) from left to right on both sides of Eq. (6.6), and making use of
Eqs. (6.17), (6.13), (6.14) one sees that

Furthermore, commuting O{q°R) with both sides of Eq. (6.7), and taking Eqs. (6.17)
and (6.13) into account, one obtains
[<#, <%"*)] = 0 .

(6.18)

Now let us consider the Jacobi identity between O(A2x)> O(A-2x), O(B2x). Since we
now know that the last operator commutes with the first and with the second, this gives

[[O(A2x), O(A-2x)]

,0(&A)]

=0,

and, according to Eq. (6.7),
[(C2A O([aL

- 2AJ,) - C2"A O{[QL + 2AJ,)) , O(B2x)] = 0.

Exchanging the role of A and B, one also deduces that

[(c2~A o([aL -"2AJ,) - c2A oi\qL+2AJ,)),

O{A1X)} = o.

In order to solve these equations, we look for operators that commute with O(Bi\)
or O(Ai\). Combining Eqs. (6.13), (6.14) with Eqs. (6.4), and (6.5), respectively, one
deduces that
«-"L ), CHATX)] = 0,

[O(qaR+°L ), O(B2x)) = 0.

Thus we are lead to make the ansatz
rx (C2+ O([QL - ljg) - C2" O([OL

q + q-i

* '

where c*, and d± commute with all operators, and C^ is taken to be independent of
O(qnL). Note that these last relations could not involve higher powers of O(q^{aR*aL}),
since by assumption the left hand sides are linear in O(q±f2L). Solving the two above
equations, one finds that d± = c*, and
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C2+ = c+qO(q°«) - c-q
C2" = c*q-lO(q"R) - c-qCKq-"*).

(6.19)

Finally, substituting these last two relations in Eqs. (6.7), one finally derives the operator
algebra. It is given by
, O(B2lt)] = [oiq^XGiq2*)] =0,

, O{q2th)] = [<%"»), 0(&,)] =0,

O(q2B>)O(B2X)

=

q4XO(B2X)O(q2B>),

-)] = C+O(q2B>) - c+ e- q
q-q~l
q-q
We have defined, as for matrices,
aL

).
(6.21)
The next step is to discuss the a dependence. In analogy with the case of Liouville
(for U^q(sl(2)))9 it is natural to assume that O(A±) O(B±) depend upon one point
(have gradation one), and that O{q°L\ O(qnR) have gradation zero. Then the central
terms c^ have gradation two, that is, would be written explicitly as c*1 (0-1,02). With
this, it is straightforward to re-establish the 0 dependences. We will not do it explicitly.
The commutators written above are actually not true ones, but instead are similar to the
left-hand side of Eq. (3.31). One may verify that the FP version of Jacobi identity holds,
so that our discussion indeed makes sense.
In order to make a closer contact with our Liouville discussion, let us show finally that
we may construct generators of the U^q(sl(2)) algebra also in the present framework.
Taking c+ = c~ =c for simplicity one defines
O(T±)

= {O([QRI2^)Y1

(O(A±) + O(BT))

.

(6.22)

Making use of the commutation relations derived above one deduces

= q±lO(T±) O(qnL).

(6.23)

It is easily seen that the co-product action of the operators just defined is the same as the
action of the U^q(sl(2)) generators in Liouville theory (Eq. (4.5)). This is a consistent
co-product action since it follows from the co-product definition Eq. (4.21) that, for
matrices
X
A
0 T_2A.
(6.24)
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7. Novel Hopf-like Algebraic Structure
As we already mentioned, our internal symmetry algebra Uq(sl(2)) 0 Uq(sl(2)) does not
obey the usual axioms of a Hopf algebra, since in particular it does not admit a counit in
the usual sense. However, in this last section we show that it does possess an algebraic
structure which is a natural generalization of the Hopf algebra axioms. For orientation
let us recall them. Let Q be a Hopf algebra. It is equipped with a multiplication m,
a comultiplication A9 an antipode s : Q ->• Q and a counit e : Q -» C ( C the set of
complex numbers), with the following properties
m(a 0 1) = m(l <g> a) = a,

m(ra 0 id) = m(id <g> m) = m,

I0i<\)A = (id 0 A)A,

A(a)A(b) = A(ab),

(7.1)
(7.2)

(e 0 idM = (id 0 e)A = id,

(7.3)

e(a6) = 6(a)e(6),

(7-4)

5(06) = s(b)s(cL).

(7.5)

— (c /$?S c \ ~P \

(7.6)

A(Q\

m(s <g idM(a) = m(id <8> «M(a) = e(a).l,

(7.7)

where P is the permutation operator. Let us recall that our algebra may be expressed
in two equivalent ways, that is, either in terms of the generators A±, B± qWR, qWL, or
in terms of the generators A± B±, qAi, qB*. Each set has its virtues and drawbacks, so
that they should be used according to the question addressed. A general generator will
be denoted Ka or Ka depending upon the description chosen. For the coproduct, which
was defined in Sect. 4, we have a more standard form in terms of the K generators. The
corresponding structure constant A^c will be defined such that
A(Ka) = A%cKh 0 Kc.

(7.8)

Due to the matching condition, this does not uniquely specify A%c. However, some of
the equations we will check later on remove this ambiguity. The appropriate choice is
that Eq. (4.21) and (4.22) hold directly. However, for the unit element of Q, we have to
define the structure constant such that
A(\) = q-WR

0 qWL.

(7.9)

This is consistent since the right hand side is equal to 1 0 1, but A%c should be
defined without making this replacement16 . Next Eqs. (7.2) mean that the coproduct
is coassociadve and preserves the algebra These properties were verified in Sect. 4
using the K form, where however one cannot define structure constants similar to A%c.
Let us next discuss the counit. From Eq. (7.5), and the fact that c is a number, we see
that it defines a one dimensional representation of Q. Equation (7.3) means that that its
coproduct with any other representation gives back the same representation only - hence
for the usual Uq (sl)2)\ the counit is simply the one dimensional spin zero representation.
However, as we already observed, in our case the relevant spin zero representation is
infinite dimensional. From the viewpoint of conformal theory, this is natural, since the
corresponding ifrfj^ is proportional to the identity operator in the Hilbert space, while
16

Note that mis is also consistent with the coproduct action due to Eq. (6.3).
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a one dimensional representation for A would correspond to a projector onto a single
Verma module. Since the fusion of the identity operator with any other $ gives back the
same operator, one sees that the present infinite dimensional representation with J = 0
should play the role of counit, and we next show that this is true. Since the identity
operator does not shift the zero modes, it is consistent that this counit of a novel type
be restricted to p = w. Thus, making use of Eq. (S.I) we define the counit as given by
the spin zero representation, with B = 0. This may be written compactly, for a general
element Ka, as
WtW.8p,w8stW.,

PifP}

(7.10)

where
e(A±)w

= ± 1 , e(B±)w

€(gw")w = qw,

= 0,

A

e(qWL)a = qw,

(7.11)

B

8(A±)WtV,'=SaitW±i=8{B±)1Ota;
6(q >)w,w, =8(q *)WtWf =8W,}W.
(7.12)
One may verify that the coproduct of this representation with any spin J representation
gives a single representation with the same spin J. Indeed on has (the upper indices
specify the representations)
p{!;ipil{;pi,,fp2,2

,{<,,,

l

^

^

(7.13)
with similar equations after reversing the orders. It is easy to see that the right hand side
of the equation just written satisfies the same spin J\ relations as the matrices we started
from, although it acts non trivially in the second space. Note that a trivial action in the
second space would have been inconsistent since our ® definition which appears in
the coproduct respects the matching condition Eq. (4.16), so that, if indices are shifted
in the first space, there must be also some shift in the second. The equations just written
are the analogues of Eqs. (7.3). It is easy to see that the left and right hand sides contain
the same factors, so that we may rewrite in general, making use of the form Eq. (7.10),
'

Atc{Kb)PtWtfi.tasc(Ke)ai

= A%cc(Kb)p,(Kc)PtW}P,tW,

= (Ka)PtWiP>iVJ,y

(7.14)

which is very similar to Eq. (7.3). The only difference is that, here, e has an index.
Let us now turn to the antipode. As discussed in our first paper along the same
line[7], it appears when one goes from the right-action which we have been using so
far here to the left-action. This is neatly done by making use of Eqs. (6.1), but one may
also define the antipode by using the right-action of O(T±), since Eq. (6.24) shows
that it acts by the same coproduct coefficient and matrices A x and Bx as O(Aix) (or
O(B-2\))> Moreover, the left-action can be derived either directly by inverting relations
Eq. (4.3), or Eq. (6.1), or else by hermitian conjugation of Eq. (4.3). In any case, one
arrives at the following definition of the antipode, which it is simpler to handle in terms
of /C(a5) operators:
jg,

B±iS) = - ( L t f u J g r ^ L f t l J g ,

(7.15)

« * . ?(s 3 ) = <r 53 <7-16>
Next, making use of Eqs. (4.21), (4.22) and the matching condition, one may verify that
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A(tf£) = <$ ^ 1 .

(7.17)

These are the analogues of Eq. (7.6), since they take the same form as the coproduct of
the K generators, with the two factors exchanged. On the other hand, the antipode just
defined take the general form K°S) = U~lS%KbU where 5* are very simple constants.
This immediately allows us to verify the analogues of Eq. (7.5), namely that £ ( a S)
satisfies the same algebra as Ka if one reverses the order. Finally, one may check that
Wy^,

{)WtP*tW>

= c(Ka
a

pp

= e(K )p6ppl6ww,,

(7.18)

which are the analogues of Eq. (7.7).
8. Conclusion
The idea of using the primary fields in the smallest quantum group representation as
generators has led to interesting developments. In our previous article, we recovered in
this way the well-known quantum group symmetries of the covariant operator algebra;
however, nontrivial central terms were found to appear in the corresponding generator
algebra, and the free field zero mode was seen to play an unusual role. In this paper, we
have analyzed the more familiar Bloch wave/Coulomb gas operator basis of conformal
field theory using the same idea. The nonlinear character of the transformation relating
the two bases has been seen to lead to a surprisingly different realization of the quantum
group symmetry for the Bloch waves, with a novel Uq(sl(2)) <g> Uq(sl(2)) structure with
somewhat unusual properties emerging. It represents the underlying symmetry of the
operator algebra exactly in the same way as Uq(sl(2)) did for the covariant basis. Our
approach is constructive in the sense that we deduce the symmetry structure directly from
the operator algebra under consideration, without a priori assumptions. We were thus
lead to modify some of the standard Hopf algebra axioms in order to accommodate the
properties of the above structure. In particular, the coproduct prescription differs from
the standard one by the presence of two additional constraints (matching condition and
equality of Casimir eigenvalues), which incorporate rather naturally the CFT features of
the theory. Moreover, we were led to define the counit in terms of an infinite dimensional
spin zero representation rather than a map to the complex numbers, since it corresponds
to the identity operator in the operator algebra. In this way we arrived at a self-consistent
symmetry structure, the representation theory of which reproduces the spectrum of
operators of the theory.
Of course there remain many open questions, either of a mathematical or physical
nature. Let us list some of them:
- A more systematic mathematical understanding of our Uq(sl(2)) 0 Uq(sl(2)) and
U /q(sl(2)) structures is clearly desirable.
- We have discussed only briefly the case where q is a root of unity, the case of
rational conformal field theory, where interesting subtleties are expected to appear.
A systematic treatment of the Coulomb gas picture in this case is provided by
Felder's formalism [32], which would have to be adapted to the slightly different
formulation of vertex operators in the present framework.
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- One would like to understand better the CFT framework of Sect. 6 for the operatorial
realization of our extended symmetry group.
- Our discussion differs strongly from previous analyses of quantum group symmetries
in rational CFT, and the connection is not obvious.
- So far we have not considered the question of how our generators act on the Hilbert
space of states, rather than the covariant fields of the theory. There is a double
enigma here: First, the connection between states and operators is nontrivial in view
of the problem of the SL(2) - invariant vacuum (in the CFT sense) [33]. Second, the
existence of a vacuum state invariant under the quantum group as postulated in [19],
assumes that the counit is of the usual type, i.e. a complex number. This problem
must be reexamined from scratch with our counit of a novel type.
- In general one would like to put our results to some practical use in solving Liouville
theory. One obvious application would be to use the quantum group generators for
the classification of observables in the strong coupling theory [9], where no classical
interpretation is available, and quantum group invariance becomes the sole defining
property of observables.
- It would be interesting to see how our analysis extends to the higher Toda theories
where the quantum group symmetry has a higher rank.
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